
CHARGES FOR USING FLOATING CRANES 
Yokohama Floating Crane Association 

045-241-8989 
( Effective July. 1, 1993 ) 

1.   Basic Rates 
 Per Hour Minimum 

60ton    Floating Crane ¥ 68,000 (5 hours)   ¥ 340,000 

100ton  (Under)  〃 ¥ 96,000 (5  〃  )   ¥ 480,000 

150ton  (  〃  )  〃 ¥ 138,000 (6  〃  )   ¥ 828,000 

250ton  (  〃  )  〃 ¥ 208,000 (6  〃  )   ¥ 1,248,000 

300ton  (  〃  )  〃 ¥ 270,000 (6  〃  )   ¥ 1,620,000 

 

2.   Additional Charges 

(1) Overtime charges 

05:00─08:00       50% extra 

16:00─22:00       50% extra 

22:00─05:00      100% extra 

(2) Charges for Sunday, Saturday and Holiday service       50% extra 

(3) Charge for over night stay at working area due to the earliest commencement of work on the 

next day shall be equivalent of 3 hours of the basic rate per one night. 

 
NOTE: Use of Floating Crane 

1. Charges are calculated by hours, covering the time when a floating crane leaves for the place of work 

and its return trip to its base. 

[Shifting Hrs. from base to operation place] 

       (1)  Osanbashi pier・Shinko pier・North dock・Yamashita pier・Suzushige pier・Honmoku pier A1-A4・

Daikoku pier No.1 Landing platform, P1-P2                   Both way   2hrs. 

       (2)  Honmoku pier A5-A8, B, C, D・Daikoku pier P3-P4, T3-T8      Both way   3hrs. 

       (3)  Daikoku pier C1-C4, L1-L8, T1-T2, T9                         Both way   4hrs. 

2. Owing to user or ship’s convenience, if the floating crane, after leaving its base, has to wait for ship’s 

arrival or wait for starting operation, those hours delayed shall be computed as actual working hours. 

3. For cancellation of use on the date when crane ordered, 50% of the minimum charge shall be charged, 

when cancelled after the crane left its base, 80%of the minimum, and if the actual working hour cost 

should exceed the minimum charge, 80% of the actual hour amount shall also be charged. 

4. Towage is included in base rate, but for tugs sent for reinforcement purpose against the inclement 

weather, the towage shall separately be charged. 

5. When an additional tug boat is used for preventing the swing motion of the vessel while she is mooring 

to single buoy or at anchor, the charge of the tug boat shall be separately collectable. 

6. For waiting time resulted from tugging to the place of work after 19:00 hours, only overtime additional 

shall be charged, regarding the period from 19:00 to the time when the crane left its base as waiting 

time cost. 

7.  Wiresling rental ¥400 per ton. (100 ton under)      Wiresling rental ¥500 per ton. (100 ton more) 

8.  Consumption tax shall be charged on the above rates. 


